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This project has developed seven"currrculum.units for th9 middle school
methemlitics program that use microcomputers as a problem-solving tool.
to fositer mathematical thinking and insights into mathematical concepts.
We have also created a prototype telephone netwo'rk that is both a message

system and a curricular data base for activities in ach un4t. Finally,

we have developed a teacher training midel from our experience with the
materials and the teachers who,piloted the materielit,

Each unit, designed: to be a two-week module, is in fact a teacher's
guide which includes detailed directions along with the courseware and

softwa're needed. Teacher'intervention in the non-computer activities
that.begin each unit is requi-red, and the consistent use of small group
instructi.on makes the units usable in the.standard classroom if two

microcomputers are present. The network applications require additional

equipment but,are not essential.
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MktiTH NETWORK CURRICULUM PROJECT (MNCP)

FINAL REPORT .

1.

This project was supported,by NSF Award No. SED 8012465 in the
Joint National Science Foundation/National Institute of Educatioft
program on Mathematics Education Using Information Technology. The
work was done at San Francisco StAe University bp,three members of
the Mathematics bepartment: Mr. Wiliarn Finzer, Dr. Jose Gutierrez,
and Dr. Diane Resek.

Tfie right tO reProduce copies of part or all of.this report.is
hereby granted to any.person desiring to do so.

Description of the Objectives

The overall'ihrust of.this project was to encourage the use of
microcomputers as problem solving tools in middle schaol mathematics'
classfooms. To do'this we focUsed on three.specific objec,tives:,
Curriculum Development, Teacher,Education, and Computer Networking.
There'was a perceived need for curriculum materials that'used the
'computer within the framework of the regular classroom.

_We developed a series of seven teacher's guides (UNITS) to
provide suppo'rt and direction for incorporating the computer in
three area's: arithmetic/prealgebra, statistics, and geometry..
(Appendix A g4s an overview of'the units.) Each unit intended
to take about two weeks of class time and ncludes appropriate
cburseware and software.

Y

A premise forAhe MNCP curriculum units was that a knowledgeable
teadher was essential to direct arid support students,tawara higher
levels of abstract thinking.and problem solving. As a result of our
exiierience witli the teachers in this project we have created an
Inservice Guide that structures an inservice program eor each of the.
units. The material in the Ingervice Guide is directed at a Master
teacher who, besides having a working knowledge of the mathematics
md pedagogy of the unitstmay be an experienced classroom teacher,
a curriculum specialist, a school district or county administrator
or a. college instructor. The need for same.inservice is essential -

not onlr becaus of the computer involVement and the nature of)the
mathematics, but also beeause the units incorporate.an active
approach to the 'earning tha ses manipulative materials and small
group instruction.

Computer netwqrking, in this 'case, is a system which conftects

computers in the project classrooms with eachother via telephone
lines. A data base from activities in the UN/TS was established
by'the project classes, and a prototype message system for interaction,

A
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bet en and among groups of students, teachers, the projeFt managers, -
and individuals was developed. The overall netWorking system is
descc.ibed in Appendix B; the message system is described in Appendix ,

C. It was our intention that the message system serve as a vehicle
to motivate student involvement through a shared curriculum, and that
it also would provide a COmmunication system to support teachers in
their work with the curriCulum.

Methods & Procedures

The UNITS

The UNITS were developed around topics appropriate to the middle
school mathematics curriculum. The middle school, grades 6 through 8,
can provide time within the.usual mathematics curriculum that is not
normally available 'in the,high school curriculum. Furthermore, the
developmental 'level of middle school Students was appropriate for the
creation and testing of hypotheses, which are a significant aspect of
each of the.UNITS.

VP

Imbedded in each unit are elements of aCtive learning, students'
use of manipulative materials, and small group activities. Materials
tnd activities were sought out and/or created that provided a concrete
representation of the concepts to'be presented in the computer'appli-
cations to follow. Each UNIT was carefully structured around small
group instruction to allow the entire class to complete the computer,
activities within the two week time frame with only tJo computers in
a regular classroom.

Ideas for the UNITS were developed and formalized early in 1981
and work was started on some' of them. For the Summer, Joan Aiers *

. joined the team as a curriculum,developer and the xemaining UNITS
were designed and written. Concurrently, three programmers were
working on the software for speqfic UNITS. .By Fall the UNITS were
ready for initial field testing. 1

The UNITS were tested by eleven classrodm teachers who were
selected for this project. 'The,to-principal investigators condUcted
a series of site visits to observe the UNITS in use. As a -result A-

of these visits'and from very specific suggestiqns from the teachers,
changes and revisIonwere incorporated. Teachers were asked tq test
at least two of the UNITS. Nine of the ereven teachers tided the
matecials wit,h at least two,of their classea: More than six hundred
students were involved in the' field testing stage of this projec4.

Teacher Education

'Local 6chool districts yere contacted and teachers from interested
districts tiere invited- to, participate. In the Spring of 1981, eleven
teachers were chosen for an inservVe program that started with a

. special section of "Computers in thb Elementary Classro-orn*;,.a course ,

regularly offered at San Francisco State Uniiiersity. Thrqugh this
. .
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colrsethe teachers w e introduced to the use Of small group
instruction and the use of manipulativermaterials as a part of
their own iearhing. They learned to program in BASIC. During this
time the teachers were given two microcomputers to use for their own
learning and to familiarize themselves with its use in their awn
classroom.

The Fall of 1981 brought the field testing xhase and the second
element of the inservice:progreM. The.teachers now were to implement
the UNITS and to iupport them in t.his.task, eight three hour inserVice

sessions were prepared to spedificaiiy deal with ihe UNITS and.the
teachIng strategies underlying their se.. The methods used duridg
these sessions ware in keePing" with the methods of the UNITS themselves..
The use of manipulative materials.and small group instruction was
consistently applied where approptiate as a model for their own teach4
ing.

The resulting product of these inservicelessions-mith
4
project

,teachers is an Inservice Guide'to be used by a master,teacher'to piovide,
inservice to other clas*oom teachers(

The Network
4

In the Spring of 1981, the delielopment of the NETWORK prototype,
- from scratcil was a considerab,le undertaking. Almott all the software

in the package had to be developed locally for the hardware available
at tte time. A description of the hardware, the eplkcations, the..
protodois, and the software involved in the'NETWORK is provided in
the Network Manager manual (Appendix B). ,Examples of the'carriculae
use of the NETWORK are also.given.

A separate,but significant -use of,the NETWORK.is the message
system. The DANDELION MESSAGE SYSTEM USERS Mannal. (Appendix C) pro-t

vides a complete description of its operation.;

The NETWORkprovided a useful link between participants. The
ability to contact a subgroup of teachers with J,nformation about a .

specificOuNIT made the implementation and .revision of the UNITS
proceed smoothly. Students too,were able to interact witll each-other,
and in some ases directly with the projeCt managers. At least tell .

student groups were identified by,ndme.:

.

Outcomed .
.

....,

The project had some necesSary limitations that anyopein the
. //-

.
.. ..., ,

. . Inicrocomputer field will recognize. The material is .11.mittd to the
. , -machines on which the ftrk was'done;,in,this cast ye.used-16K Commodore'

.

PET'computers with .4.0 BASIC: The Network development-Was done using
a 10 megabyte CORVUS hard disk connected to an Apple II Plus. This
development did.not go heyond the research.stage and is not available

, for dissemination. -Newettyiel . . , tret-S-T%TerW-CrearErd7
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UNITS

Each UNIT is a sequence Of classroom and computer activities
designed to span a two week period in a regular mafhematics class-,
room. Each UNIT contains the following:

Overview - intent of the UNIT', comments about content,
activities and pedagogy.

J P

How to use this suide -.description of use, time nelded,

and special considerations.

Summary of activities and materials - a summary for easy
reference.

Appendix - worksheets and other instructional materials.
.

acb of the'act'ivities within a UNIT provides the'teacher
with the following information':

Format - student groqpings for the activity ..

Time requirements - number af.class periods (or minutes) needed
Maeelials needed - list of materials
Background - discussion of the activity,-is intent, and its

place in the sequence of.actiliities
Purpose - specific objectives,for the activity
Teacher preparation - what to Ao_Ahead of time
Activity - sep by step directiong and suggestions.

The activities are aequenced'Within each UNIT and student work-.
sheets are provided for each activity. Three of the liNITS reqUire
previous experience from another,UNIT. With these three'exceptions,
each,UNIT can stand alone as a separate activity. (See Appendix A
for these limitati6ns.1 The activities are designed to be open
ended-and can be used by 1.1e..same students for much longer periods
than the intended two weeks. Because of the open ended and exPloratory
nature,of the curriculum, no answers exist. The software, which is ')
not designed to be stand'alone software, is sell-checking and enables
students to set their awn objectives and goals with careful guidance
from a knowledgable teacher. The required.non-codputei activities
that precede the simulatiorktype activities are ne6essary for concept
development.and appropriate computer use.

,rEach UNIT bets its ownesoftWare. The number of programs varies
from one to four per. UNIT. There are fifteen programs in all.

. .

Inservice Guide

The'Inservice Guide has a similar structure to the UNITS in that
it provides a-Master Teacher With time,. material, and pedagogical

_requirements to conduct a two hour inseryice for'each of the seven

UNITS.

1



The Gue presents information on the need for inservice,'a
description o a Master Teache, a philosophy which motivated the
creationof t s type of-.curriculum and a discussion.on the nature
and scheduling of the inservice. The one hundred and thirty-five
pages also include,samples of worksheets from the UNITS to be used
by Vie Master Tead'her.

Net*ork

The NETWORK was intended as a communication sy;Tand as access
:to a data base for the curriculum from each of the UNITS. This purpose
was served during the cOurseof this project but while it is opera-
tiOnal, it is ndt appropriate for dissemination. Much information is ,

provided in APpendix B on the NETWORK and in Appendix C on the message
sy.stem, but the nature of the operation of the entire system requires
a high degree'ot training and experience. Should thesreader require
additional information-or wbuld like to consider further development
work,'he/she should tbntact the principal investigator directly.

Dissemination Activities

Seventeen talks and papers,on 'the activities Of this project
were presented to various professional groups and educational insti-
tutions. Mhese are ll.sted in Appendix D. Zzenty-seven educators
and/or educational ina.ltutions requested arib were sent' portions of

curriculum. In addition, a mailing list was created from forty-
t indiyiduals and/or organizations*who requested information.
will be sent a summary and information on how to obtain copies
is report,'

L

T is report, the entire tex,t of die UNITS and listings of the
compur-r programs that accompany them are being sent 'to the Educe- A

tion Resource Information Center (ERIC) and the National Technical
ation Service (NTIS) to make the results 6f the project avail-

able to interested individuals and groups.

A further aspect of,dissemination more:or less attributable to'
this project is the further activities of the teachers involved. Each
has become a resource person within their own school and of the nine,
six have 'conducted inserviCe classes, three have taught college classes_
and ai.x-lbeen-instrumental in the acquisition of additional computer
equipment within their own school aistrictS. This vital resource of a
knowledgable teacher will serve the use of information technologyin
education far beyond the life of all other products.
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Math Network Curriculun Project

San Francisco State University

Overview ct Units
May 19, 1982 .

Below isa. list of"the..sevOn units developed,by the Math Network
Curriculum Project starting in January, 1981. Following the list is a
brief description of individual units% Each unit isAesigned to take
about two weeksof classroom work., t Most of the units have been tested
in middle school classrooms in the San"Francisco Bay Area. The project
has also written a:Guide for Master Teachers!'4to be used to aid in
planning and conducting in-service workshops for teachers,in using the
curriculum.

1. Input-Output

2. Strategies

3. Business

4. Sampling V
146

5. Data Analysis

6. Turtle Geometry

7. -mrurtle Srmmetry v.

L

1. Input-Outnut
This unit develops students' abilities to recognize.and-describe
patterns and introduces the notion of expressing mathematicai
concepts in a symbolic language, Easy Speak., The experience of
using Easy Speak ,prepares students to use -algebra to express
numerical ideas. The motivation for using Easy Speak comes from
the power it gives its users to create Input-Cutput machines,
give them to other students to analyse, and to share them with.
other classrooms of students via the Network.

-Thè -1.niit -begins with practice on.'- simple input-output
.machines-many of which grow out of-activitios with manipulative
materials and moves to machines with two-part rules (e.g. 'if the

input is an even number, the output is zero;.and ifythe input 'is
odd, the output is one').

2. Strategies
.Prerequisite: Input-0utput unit
Continuing the exploration of Easy Speak which students begin in.
'pile. Input-Output Unit, the Strategies alit emphasizes
discovering, inventing; and finally, expnessing in the Easy Speak
language strl$e0es for playing the game of nal% In this unit,
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Overview of Milts

computer o store them on the Network. When noi making
. designs Von'the computer, students use 'Turtle-tractors,' devices

sitilarito protractors, to make drawings onpaper.

Besides learning to express geometrical ideas in a camputer
language, students diScoVer theorems ahout Ipolygons, learn to
command more than qpe turtle at A time, and become expert et
seeing howa complex'design is built of smaller parts.

, .

Tbrtle Symmetry
Prerequisite: 11Tt1erGeomkry ,

Because the Turtletalk language bbims'it easy to command
multiple, symmetrically place'd .turtles, it provides an ideal
medium for studying symmetry.' In this unit, studentS.learn to

. identify and draw designs with different kinds of mirror-and

. - rotational symmetry. They also study and dreateA'families' of-

designs - sets of designs which, have common characteristics yet
differ in patterned ways. ,

Gkitide fof Master Teachers 1 ..
. . .

. Most teachers will need support in gettihg 'Started Aising the
, units. In addition to the new ideas about using computers and

networking, some of the teadhing strategies, particularly group
work' and .using concrete- matexials, ^are not -colimonly 'seen in

i middle school claisrooms. 'This guide outlines a series of kvén
'workshops which could'forth, or be integrated into, an in-service
program or a pre-:Service college course.

1Turtleta1k is a simple graphics language, a snbsêt of the language
LOGO developed.by the MIT LOGO group. We gratefully acknowledge
their work, -especially as put_forward by Seythour,Papert, Hal

----7-AbelghhTahd-AnTY--diSeSsa.--

elk
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Network Nanaler..Manval.

by
.Bill Fidier

Math Network Curriculum Project.
San FtanCisco State UniVeisity

February 44,,l982
,

Overview

Computer networking takes advantage oi boo. important capabilities of
cOmputerf

r. to store and retrieve information

-. .. to oamMunicate.with each other over

In the Math Network CUrriculum Project we are interested in how teachers and
students in-middle school classrooms might use nepworking to enhance their
learning of mathematics.

. .

A 4 Our vision was that teachers and students would gainsilnificantly from
being able°to cammunicate with teacheri and students in other classrooms.
knew that we wanted some of this communication to bp inothe'
'messages' to each other; but that we also' wanted them to be able
the results of their studies in a'place that others in the oammuni

4 . access them. TO realize these goals, the,system described in these pages
,

developed.

the phone lines

of
store

pupose of this Manual .

You will finclin thith manual:

was

4

-

.
s, .

,

.

,.

a description of the math NetwOrk Curriculun-Project Rum Network-n:-
4 as'we implemented it,

-

- some consperations.for those.who may be developing their own network
systems,'

- maintenance instructions for the MNCP NAtwork, ind
) ..

It is pre.suied that anyone eading this panpal has had some ptior
. programming experience,aand same expeien6e using micr,ocoMpute cdnnected*to

phone lines.
/

d.

#
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Tfie MNCP Network Implementation

.Definitions.

.

We need a common terminology to use to talk about the various aspects\
of thp Network 'SyStem. Refer to figure 1 to see how these components
interdonnitt.

.

refers to a person (usually aj teacher,or student in a-classroom)
with a computer (in our case Commodore Pets Terith 16K of memory)

. connected to a phone line through a modem who diaj.s up the serVer
. (see beloW) to gain access to some capability of.therNetwork.

user program: is a program loaded in the user's computer which allows
that computer to talk properly to the server computer.

server: is a computer which monaors incoming phone calls from users and
'serves' them information which is stored on its disk. The server-
functions automatically without need for a'person to be there except
in case of power failure dr special needs which involve changing
hardware or software. An Apple 11 micro-computer was the server
computer.for the MNCP Network.'

.

.

server prograk: is a computer prog am which runs on. the server
, computer. It is this prograiw'whic deals with the incoming calls,

deciding what 'kind ,of transaction is desired.

4

transaction: refers to".a unit of business between the server program
and the user prPgram. An example of a transaction might be the.user
program asking for one'Pine of a user's message to be retrieved.and
the subsequent 'retrieval and sending -of that line to the usq
computer.

manager: refers to a person who is responsible -for maintaining the
server, the server programsr and.the user programs. ,The manager
must -understand in detail how everything works so ehat'when things
gd wong, s/he'can fix them; or, when new c6pabilities are deSired,
the manager stand be able to determine if they are possible and, if
so, provide them. .

manager programs: the manager uses various programs run on the server
to perform functions like'adding a new uger mailbox, checking to see
if storage.on the server's disk is gettinglow, setting up new'data
files, etc.

sr/stem caPabilities

'A teacher or student (i.e. a user) in a classroom with a computer
connected to a phone line through a modem can use the MNCP Network'for two,
quite different tasks. .
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Dandelion r an Electronic M 16-essage System- 1* .
,

.-- ,
, f

.

With his/her computer running a-progria0 cIlled Dandelion, the ,,,,

1r

user gains access to.an electronic tessage system. _Each teacher and
, ealthVlassroom of students has A 'Mailbox' on the server Apple. The.

user, send iessages to any mailbox or any qroup of mailbokes (called
'distribution listsT. A user, with a mailbox can, of course, look
at.the messages that may be waiting in his/her mailbox. In
addition, there is a spedial mailbox called 'bulletins' in which
metsages Of 'general intereSt may be posted. ,Demdelion provides the

. liasic communication link between people in the MNCP community.
Through it, people arrange meetinO, share ideas, about curriculum,
ask questions about programs or teaching materials,_report successes
or'records reache rn working with classroom computer programs,
conduct penpal-like coirespondence, job hunt, and sell Cookies and
computer equipment. Refer bo the Dandelion User Manuals for more
information about this system. 1

Amaications Which Store and Access Data

There aie various other.programs whiph users can 'run on their
computers 'which store and retrieve information to and from the
server's disk. In the current implecientation of the MNCP Network
there are seven ol*these user programs. TO take three examples:

Turtleworks is a =oar= Which allows the psertilzonroaram in a
grapnics oriencea, language (a subset or 7-co explore
-problems in geomeety. The Network can be used, to store
'setsr of 'TurtleTalk' commands (Which can be considered a
program) on the server's disk. This means that the user
can-later retrieve these cdbmands to continue working on
them. It also means that other users can look at the work"
of any individual user to get ideas from'it or simply to
appreciate it. Users may look at any stored programs but
may Only delete progransthat they themselves,stored.

NetPrime allows storage and retrieval of infOrmation used in'a
simulation oc Network TV''racings. Inorviouai users stofe
their entries in the simmlation which consist of-a schedule
of TV shows for Tuesday night's prithe time.. Any user may
then retrieve up, to, five sets -of schedules onto his/her
cómputer and have them compte against ,each other..
Typically,,a classroom of students decides as a group what
their schedule Should jpe before trying it ,opt on the
Network.

DataMaker allows users to create data Tiles and stdie them on
the Network. A typical data file might consiát of the
information gathered on a, questionnaire given to all the
students jn a class. Because the informatiOn fs stored on
the Network, other Jclassrooms may load it into their
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computers 'amd see, for example, how this other classroom
data is similar to or Oiffers from theirs.

.

9' ,

t.

9
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Figure 1 showkthe basic layout of the MNCP Network. AsingleppleII
with a Corvus hard 4isk and three MicroModems serves incoming calls from 9
classrooms in San Fancisco and South San Francisco. :This Apple II uses a
TunpigjOgyagalagastoepsateiggsltwaggctioornsp.o13,41reAhaesstimetg.ApEcirri

,are Commodore pets equipped with NovaiiOn D-Cat (direct couple) modems. ;

Clearly, a variety of different hardware cOnfigurations would have
served equally well. there are, however, ,important -Instraints on each
component.

6-7

Constraints on the,Server

Twenty-four hours a day the server Apnitors possible incoming
calls on each of its'three modems. Each time it gets a call it
handles 'transactions' betl4een it and the calling computer. It

'serves' the calling computer: The following list details the
capabilities that the server must have.

1. *Storage Capacity - Having a lot of mass storage available
is essential. The MNCE) server currently, uses about one
megabyte of storage on its Carvus disk (which has 9.6
megabytes total capacity). With more users, qf coursemore
storage space will be required. I,

2. Channels - Currently, up to three users may call in

simnitaneously to the-server. About 10% of.the time that the
server is. busy, there are two callers on line. lass than 1%
of the -time, there 'are three callers on line. With more
users, again, there would be more demand on the multi-channel
capacity of the-fietwork. It is very important, especially
in serving'relatiVely naive users, that the incoming,lines be
seldom, if ever, busy.' We elected to: make tiiis posSible by
having a single Apple II have three'incoming lines. , This had
significant implications on the design of the system. In

particular, it led to complexity in the serVer.program and to
relatively slow response of the server in dealing with
transactions. Another solution would have been to have one
Apple II.for each incoming line. Since the Corvus disk system
sppports sharing (through its 'Constellation'); each Apple II
qould have accessed the same information on the disk.
Complexity would have been Entroduced in making sure that one
server did not destroy information needed by another.

A -4- 1
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3. Speed -.The server must he 'able to respond quickly enough to
user needs.that the user does not feel frustrated. The MNCP
Network barely meets this requirement, mostly because of.the
complexity of dealing with several channels in one server.
The server program is wr ten in qcsm PASCAL, a 'language which
runs significantly fa ter on the Apple than cdoes-lASIC.
BASIC, then, .is riule .out as an implemeneation language
because of

4. Complexity The Sermer program is neceisarily somewhat
complex. It has a matitude of tasks to perform (even f

mulei-channel capacity is not included).- bis meal* that the-
server prograth must be .particularly carefully Airitten and.

. well -documentediso that it.can'be maintained easily and-new
capabilities.can 'be added with relative ease. It was for
these reasons:that we chose to write this program; in UCSD.
PASCAL tather than assembly language or BASIC; -Except for thek
complications -introduced by the Tulti-channerrequirement,
this Soroved to be a good choice. on larger systems, there are
languages which support -'asynchronóus ptocesses.' These
languages would fiave made mudh easier the tmMt. of supsoiting
multiple' chanriels. At present, however, ,.there' are no
implementations of systems whia have asynchronous-processes
on,micro-computers, and our budget5eictateA:against buying a

thlarger computer to .be used as e EL er.

%
donstraintS on the Mbdems

There are two brands of modems in the MNCP network. Thee,

.server uses'MicroModem II, manufaceured.hy D.C. Hayes. This moderk

allows the server to answer'the phone when it rings.. Since it is a
'direct-couple' modem, it has very low' noise characteristics .
compared to acoustically coupled modems. It proved completely
satisfactory for our uses.0

Each user cothputer,was equipped with'a Novation D-Cat modem.'
Since the ,user is present, auto-answer capabilities were not
necessary for the user modem, Again direct-coupling meant that we
had-no noive problems. The difficulties that we encounted with this
mbdem Were that we had to Write our own 'UART' softwiTa-which then
took. away memory space ,from application programs, and that the
physical construction of the modem was auite flimsy, hus some 'of
them broke in use by teachers and students. In retrospect, we'wish
we had used an IEEE modem such as the one provided by COMthodore or
manufactured by,Livermore Star.

Constraints on the User Computer-

Cur computers in the classroom were CommodoN,Pets with;151( of
RAM. Virtually any of the available micros with this amount of
memory or more would have,been adequate for the netwnrking aspects
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'of our, project. Note, 'however, that the user computer is mt
acting-as an ordinary computer terminal when it it using the
Network. ,It is attually running a procftam, and it le.the program
that conducts transactionsyith the server . computer. This means
that as we expand to include other computerd in the network,
applications software which currently runs on he PETs must be
rewritten to work on other computers.- MNCP software for user.
codputers is written in MicroSoft.BASIC, a .language whicfi proved

Adequate for,the curricuaum needi of the project. , were,
however, constantly running into the 16K memotyilimi io f the
user machines. We did not choose to use a model ry
because, given that -our users were loading progr tape
cassette recorders, we thought that the time of lo a 16K
program wvuld be all that could be tolerated.

It is important to contrast 'the.way interactiOns between the server ang
user Computers take place with typical interactions between a
time-sh4ring computer' and a user terminal. In the latter case, every
keystroke, that the user makes on his/her terminal is sent to the host
computer. The user is interacting directly with the host computer. In the
case of a serveruser interaction, however, the user interacts directly with
his/her own computer. The program in that computer decides when it is
.appropriate to interact with:the server computer. To take an exampae, when a
user wants 63 send a messoge to someone, none of the typing in and editing of
Athe mestAge involves the server computer until the user decides that the
'message is actually ready to be sent;.then the useecomputer sends the lines
bf the 'message to the server.

ve(-

Protocol

To manage thie interaction, there must be an agreed upon
'AprotoCol' between the user)progran and the server program. Once there
is a protocol, the particular kind of computer the- user has, or the
language that runs on it does not matter. The only thing that matters
is that the correspondence between server and user follow the
protocol: In' the MNCP Network, the first character.transmitted always
decided,whether the transaction tiad to do with the message system or
with the data files. The next byte indicated the particular-kind of
transaction that was to be carried out. As' of this writing; detailed
docutmentation of the MNCP protocol- is to be found in the comments of
the PASCAL program which runs on the server.

)

Emplementing on New Machines

%bile at present we have implemented the MNCP programs only for
PET' computers, impleMentingr -the-in for another-computer -in -another-
languags. only involves making' sure that the network protocol Is
satisfied during transactions between user ami server.

Writing NewAppaications

1?

1
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Suppose that someone invents a new Use for the data file
capability of the ,server. Implementing that use is relatively .simple,..
The data 'file is created and initialized on the server disk; the serve
progran is augmented so that it can know about the new data f ile; and
the user pqogram is Written so that it will use the already agreed upon
protocc. fcl accessing data 'files.

D ve1opin9 Yonr Own' Network

At thi's tine, the MNCP Network is an experimental system which may or
may not become available through cdmmercial sources: Suppose that you are
interested ,in setting up a networking facility.in a school, district,'county,
or region. t us consider some of the possibilitiv that exist.

Becoming an MCP .Parti.cipant .

If rour users have Commodore 16K Pets and you are located near San
Francisco (so that phone costs do not become prohibitive)1Pthen you could
become a participant in the MNCP Network. Each user would need a modem, a
phone line, and software available from us. kdisk drive is not necessary,
though it is, 'of course, convenient. Ydu would then gain access-to a
supported system imcluding the Dandelion message systen and curriculum
applications in middle school mathematics. New applications developed by you
could also be supported at the MNCP end.

Single Campus Networking

If all your Users are in -onet school, you can Purchase a commercial
network system (one is available froM Corvus as of this writing) which will
allow multiple servers and ,for servers and users to share a high-speed
network cable. One of the servers' on the network could be a message and data
server. Another can be a 'printer server. Considerable software support
comes with such systems, but you would need to develop your own particular
applications packages for the curriculm uses you have in mind.

Ekdletin Boards'

There 'are avairable quite ,a number of 'bulletin bOard programs for
A bulle 'n board allows posting of messages for other users

to browse and read. Som will sUpport sharing of BASIC programs, Some
support individual mailboxes. There are several disadvantages to currently
available bulletin.board syst:-.s. you cannot modify them to support other
applications; e.g: sharing of rtietalk prograns. In addition, only one
user can be calling in at a time.

Linked Nets

There exists_a model for_ what one .uld really like in the way of a
network for schools. That is the Defense 0-partmept's ArpeNet. The ArpaNet
is a world-wide network which links'together eller networks. Each link in
the ArpaNet is a 'gateway' which is a,special s er computer whose job it is

,
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to route messages from the local ,network to the appropriate ga.teway in

another part of the global network. The goal would, be that in each school
building there is a coaxial cable ith several 'outlets', in each room. Any
computer hould be plugged into any outlet: With your Computer plugged in,
you could 'reaCh any server on the local net. So you could' send matetial to
be printed to a printer server, mateii;al to be stored to a disk server,
etcetera. You could send a mestage to' a student or teacher in your school by
sending it' to a message server.- Now, if you want tO send a message to , a

person' in another school entirely, your local network' s gateway server reads
the address of your message and finds a phone path to the gateway where thatr
person pas his/her mailbox and sends it there. So you could send and receive
information to and from a very large community of educators in your -region,

or across the country. Given- that such_ a system exists now ,(the ArpaNet) it

vems only a matter of time before such facilities are available more
4generally, and especially to schools.

A

ANcp Netw 'ork. Maintenance

The purpOse of this section is to detail for you how to start and
maintain the MNCP Network-.. Included are explanations of the virious files
and programs that make up the network. It is assumed here that you are
somewhat familiar with the UCSD PASCAL operating system on the Apple II and
that you have' already connected' crour CORVUS 'dthk and got PASCAL installed on
it. You should also know abo eating new 'volanes' on the CORVUS.

You need the following hardware:

a

i
- an Apple 11 computer, f

4
(

- a Corvus hard disk properly connected to your Apple 11,
- froclulore to three Mpromodep .II)s put.6 Alots 2_, 5D4_

)

and_A (sO if yot14-,
two moans, tney would oe put in slots 2 am , alp

- 'a Mountaih Hardware clpck in slot Six set to interrupt every 1.
mil4second. (See their documentation,for how to gio this.)

You may 'Ise the Corvu Constellation to allow other computers to share
the Corvus disk, but you must set the polling paraneter of the Constellation
to the maximum allbwable time (255 cycles). Corvlb'' documentation explains
how to do this. The purpose is to prevent the Constellation from going pn bo
the next computer while your server Apple is interrupted by the clock to look
at a modem line.

Let us suppose that you are running from a volume on yoUr Corvut called'
'NETWORK:.' When you start, this root volume should have the following files:

SYSTEM.PASCAL (supplied by APPLE)
SYSTEM.MISCrNFO (supplied by APPLE)
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.

.SYSTEM.LIBRARY (supplied by MNCP) a --

-NETMNGR.CODE (supplied by MNCP) l !

-LOMNGR.CODE (supplied by-MNCP).
BoRIBMNGR:CODE (supplied by MNCP).
MSG1.+-.CODE.(supplied by ma)) , .

.-' MSG2.V9. ODE (supplied by MNCP)
...

N

MSG3.V9.06DE ,(supplied by MNCP) ,
v.

.
i

The. Network programs do notscare what you cell your volumes, 'but they
will expect all the relevant:files which you*are about to create to be on the
.'prefix' volume. Typically the.prefix volume will be the same'as your toot
volume, The size of the prefix volume shoullff)be quite .large. We use a
prefix volume 2048 blocks,fong. Since each block is 512 bytes, that means ws..
'have abOut 1 megabyte of available. With more users and/or more
applidations, you will need more s rage. a.v.

, . .

.

. Gettin4 st;rted

#

Your first task is to create mailboXes for your users and to initialize the
. files which will'hold their mail. Then you will initialize data files and

dribble files (usqd to record the activity of,the system which is useful when
you want to know how it is beirg used). Finklly you can start'the netwo&ing,
pnogram itself.

. ,..

1. Execute the program NETTINGR. Among4the. options at the top of the
_screen id one foi Ulsers. Choose that (by the single-keystroke
U). YoU are.now about to make N(e1W.u.sird;-*A6choosipg that
option, you -wil4 be asked for the-name, password, -ind statussof
the new user: Names and passwords should be in all.UPPERCASE and
can ,be at most 16 characters long,'and status may%be one of
Wanager, "T(eacher, S(tudent, 0(roup, or 0(ther. After having
entered this data, you'are,askel for confirmation that it is all
,OK.: Included among your users shoUld,be one called BULLETINS
which, has no password ard status 0(ther. When you areidone, you
can L(ist all or some of the users you have created. It you have
made any midtakes, you can R(emove those -USers and make them
again as N(ew users. Finally, when they are all set up properly,
"you should Q(uit. You wfll be asked if }roil want Eo save the
changes you have made, fb which you should reply Yes, at which
time the infOrmation will be kitten out .on the disk .t.0 a file
named'USER.HDRS. ,

4

You ate now back to the Main.part:of NETMNGR. 'You'next need t6
place your users onappropriate 'distributiOn lists.' To do that,
choose the D(ist option. NOw you want to crlate a N(ew list. Ath

example of such a list might be TEACHERS: Then you want to E(dit
this list and A:(dd the appropiiate users', one at a time, to it.
Fbllow this procedure foreach list yod:desite foi your-system.
Finally Q(uit. #, .

t

1.

r ,
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r
3. Back

.1

again at the top level of NETMNGR, you want to I(nitialize the
remaining files. You will be asked how long to make each file.
Typical responses might be: 1

, AO, headers
200Q bdys4
214(1. directory entries

. Normally, you. will respond Y(es to the final question as to
whether 'to initialize the User files as well. "You will return
automatTaly to the tovlevel of NETMNGR.

4. You are inow iniShed with NETMNGR So -Q(uit from it. You should
find yourself in the top level of PASCAL.

5. Your next task is to-initialize the data files. The program
DTAMNGR is what alldws you to do this. X(ecutd DTAMNGR. Choose
the I(nitialize option. The various data files that your server
programs knows about will be listed by name. As ofothis writing,
the'i are

1) Multiturtles

.2) Prime Time

3) Nim. Speak,

4) Easy Speak 4
5) At Your Service
6) Business Speak
7) Data Analysis

.

Choose each in succession by number. You will be asked how many
records to allocate for the directory of each file (100 is a
typical resPonse) and how many data entrAes per file to allocate
(1200 is typical). When finished.witWdll Cf them, Q(uit to
return to toplevel of PASCAL.

6. Finally you need to initia4ze the dribble files whi will record
system ,acitivity for you: X(ecute DRIBMNGR choose' the
I(nitiallzik option. Alloca*ing 1000 entries for ibble file
is typical and will allow the system to run for sev ral months
without overflowing with,dribble entries.. Q(uit and to return to
PASCAL.

7. Now you are retdy&to see if your system works: :There are three
versions of the- program MSG- on the root volume (MSG1.V9.CODE,
MSG2.V9.CODEr and,MSG3.V9.CODE), one for each possible numberc*Of
modems you might have connected to your system. Choose the
appropriate one and, X(ecute it. For example, if you have two
modems, then X(ecute MSG2.V9. Eventually, the screen should, show

21 I,
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various sYstem information on,it, including the date and time,
number of channels available, etc. The cursor will be winking
along updating this information. (Note, you will need to have
properly set the current time on your clock using th6 utility
pt-ogram provided with'the clock.)

8. Load up Dandelion on one of your user computers and tey calling
in. While you are connected, the Apple screen should show the
data received and transmitted, and the number of cycles since the,

. last activity.

9. When you .wa.mt (tor some reason) td stop the MSG, you should make
sure that no one is on-line at the moment and then RESET your
ApPle: (Later versions of the server program will allow.a more
graceful exit, but,,for now, you must reset in order to stop the
interrupts from the clock from messing up normal, non-networking

, operation.)

Maintenance

Basically, the MNCP Network will run with very fittle intervention from
its manager. There are, however, a few.thingeto do from time to time.

1. Ocassionally,.one of.your users will stop using the system and thus,.
messages will accumulate'to them without.ever getting read. You'
can detect this condition ueing NETMNG?,, the U(ier option and
Lasting all users. The last column is the number of messages
that they have. -A user with a lot of messages should be
contacted and asked if they wish to be kept on the system. If
not, you should dial up as them and delete all their messages.
Then-go to thellETMNGR program and D(elete them from'the.list 'of
users. Also D(elete ihem from any distribution lists they might
be on.

2. Use the NETMNGR program to E(xamine the'three files MSG.HDRS',
MSG.BDYS, MSG.DIR to make sure that they Continue to have plenty
of space on them,for incoming messages. If not, you will need to
reinitialize the system with more space on it. (Currently, this
is a deficiency in the system. It should be, made possible to
increase the size of.a file without having to lose current
messages.)

3. Every 20,000 cycles during tine day and every 14000 cycles at
night, an entry in the dribble file is made to show-how much
activity there. has been since the last dribble., ,Eventually this
file will fill up. The program DRIBMNGR allows you to make a
printout of the dribble file and to reinitialize,it.

1,1
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Introduction

The dandelion owes its success in nature to its ability to spread
itself quickly far and wide, its seeds riding lightly on currents of'
air. We of the Math Network Curriculurn Project hope that through this
'Dandelion mes4age systan for the PET canputer, your ideas, questions,d
and suggestions may also propagate quickly through the electronic
currents of phone idres to take root in others' minds; producing timely .
and constructive responses._.

The rendelion Message System works, in many ways, just like the
postal system'. You send mesSages which get put in,other peoples
mailboxes. Wen other people send you,' a, meatiOge, it appears in yOur
mailboX. You can browse the meisage'S in your mailbox by looking at
their 'headers' much as you might look at.the outsides of envelopes.
Usually you will examine the contents of your Messages. Some messages
you will keep-and others you will throw away. e

,

,There are signifiCant differences between Dandelion and the

postal system, however. First of all, the messages you.send are
deposited immediately in the receiver's mailbox. "Secondly, you can
send a message to a large number of people simultaneously, if you

wish. Lastly, it is possitile to post messages in a 'public' mailbox
(called bulletins) where everyone can browse just as they might
browse a.school bulletin board.

Getting Started

To use.Dandelion, you will needs*

A Canmodore PET ccmpyter with at .least .16K of memory
running BASIC 4.0

- A Novation D-Caemodemlwith connector to the PET User POrt

- A'phone which has the/efli;on connedtions to the handset.

- A tape of the Dandelion program

23
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. The modem is the thin black rectangular
box. It must be connected to three things:
the PET, the phone, and an electrical power
outlet.

4

O.

1) Use the gray cable to connect the modem to
.the PET. The funny-Shaped end with the
pins goes to the back:of ths, modem and
the green-connector with the goop on- it
goes to the 'user port' of the PET. See
picture to the left to see where. this
is. ?ay attention to the directiOn the
cable comes from the PET.

-02) Put ydur phomecon top of the modem. You
need to connect the phone to the modem
'using.the two plugs on the left side of
the modem, One curly cord must go from
the handsei to the modem and the other
must go from the.phone body to the modem.

Finally, plug the modem in using its power
cord with the trandformer on the plug
end. The*, other end of the power cord

- connects into the small round'hole in the,
back of the modem.'

Now'that the coriffections aie made, you need to set the switches
on the modem properly.

1) Set both of the small black switches on the back of
the modem to the right. The right hand smdtch is tilt
power.switch while the left switch determines whether the
modem is going to 'originate' the call or 'answer' one.

2) Both of the large black buttons on the front 4f the
modem should be:pushed in. When you want .to use the
phone for normal voice communication, you can let both
these buttons out. You don't have to disconpect it from
the Moaem.

Finally, load yotir Dandelion tape into the PET as you would any
other program. This is a long program and so takes about 5 minutes to
load. .

To SAVE the Dandelion program on tape so that you will
have a backup copy, simray use the =nal PET SAVE
procedure, but do it before you RUN the program. (You

4
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can also SAVE after RUNning if 'you are careful to stop the
program using the QUIT command.

.11
Using 'Dandelion

. . .

When you first RIJN Dandelion, you will S46 a Welcome message and
a reminder abou how to set up yovr modem. The MNCP telephone number
is also dispaayed. You,are instructed to dial this-number. There is
also a blinking '110 which is Dandelion's way of telling you that it is
Waiting for something to come to it over the phone line.

, ,

,After you have dialled, wait 10 to 20 seconds while the MNCP
computer'answers and sends its first message to your PET. You wi.l see :
the message dispaayed on your screen. It will.tell you how many ople
are using the message systen at that inoment.

If you find you are waiting longer than 20 seconds, it may
be because the line is busy. 'Push the right black button
on the front of the modem so that it is out. Listen to
your phone. If you hear a busy signal, then the MNCP
computer already has as many users as it an handle., If
the phone is still ringing, then the MNCP computer is

'down' or being used for something else at that time. Call
back later in either case.

Underneath the greeting from MNCP, is the instruction to

Press RETURN to go on

After you do so, you will see a whole set of options. These are
explained below. You choose an option by typing the first letter of
its name and then [RETURN1.

LOGIN
Usually the first thing you do will be -to LOGIN: Ttis jUst
means that you are letting your PET know who you are so that it
can properly look things up ta your mailbox on the..MNCP
computer. Note that you should.,not capitalize your name.

After typing L and [RETURN] you will be asked for your mailbox.
name. You must be a recognized user of the MNCP system to have a
mailbox nmne. Usually these.remes .are last names of peopae.
However, there are some names that stand for groups of peopae like

designgroup
r
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-Aiiere is also a mailbox whose name is

page 4,

, bulletins
:

which is a place that anyone can browse.

, '

AfW you type in yOur mailbox nameDandelion Will seeif,titat
is a name rpcognized bY the MNCI0 mail syStem...*If- so, it wdll
tell you how many messages you have. If you fiave a password, it ,

'will also ask you for .that password. (You will notic% that
nothing appeais on the screen as you type in cyour. paggword.
passwords are supposed to be secret, to .make it difficult foe
other people to look at your mail.) .

A

BROWSE
If you .have sane messa4es in yoqr .mailbOx, You can BROWSE
them, You will'be asked which mesage number to start at and,

, which one\to end at.. This is usefill because sanetimes you will
accumulat' a lot of messages.and you may-only want to look at the

. most- rece4t of them. If you want to browse backwards, simply
.make the second numbee smaller than the'first.

you will lee the "'headers', to your messages displayed on the
,screen. ¶L1iese will tell you some useful infbrmation about the
message it.elf, Such as who sent it, when it was sent, what the
number of the message is, and what the subject is. It is
not, howev r, the message itself. The header is'just like the
outside o the envelope..

Sometimes ou will seem to get stuck in a long 'sequence of
browsing wh'ch you would like.to terminate because you just saw
the messag you want to examine. You can 'escape' from
browsing by holding down the 'shift' key and pressing the '@'
key. When Dandelion has finished displaying the next message
header, it. iill stop browting and'let you go on. The''shift @"
key is cal ed the 'escape' key and will let you escape from
many place in Dandelion where you don!t want to be. If, you
don't

I

like where ybu are, try it! H-
EXAMINE

This is the command that lets you look' at the actual message
'itself. you will be asked for the nuMber of the message. This
is the number that got displayed when you did the browsing. If
you have 5 messages, then the mbst recent message is numbered 5.,
If you forgot the messaie number, lEhen'You can escape from here
and go back'and brdwse again.

You will see the header displayed again and,then the lines of the
message itself will be displayed one at a time as they.are
received by Dandelion.
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..... -..
,

. You have kobably noticed that while Dandelion is sending,
and receiving InformatiOn over the phone line the 'cursor' .

chang.es to_ S for . 'sending! kld R for receiving, in

dition to the:W for waiting.; If.you listen to the phoe
line-(with the right modem button .out) you can hear this'
process going on. - ,.

.

.

After the iast line is displayed you will be.asked if you ;:rint to
delete this,message. Be careful here! If you answer y, this
message will be lost from your Maiibox,and'there will be no way
of getting it back!

.
.

SEND
When you send a message, the, program asks ,you for the names Of

: the receivers of the mesbage. You can type these in one at a
,time, hitting (RETURN] after each one, or you can type several
in on one,tline with commas in between. In any event, Dandelion
will chetkeeach potential receiver of your message to see if it
isxedognized by the MNCP mail system.

You may send a message to theAceiver bulletins. This places
your message in a public paacdrwhere anyone can look at it.. You
could use this to announce adrand-new program you hagit created,
place a challenge for high-sdbre on Lemonadd, or advertise a ete

PuPPY

There ar also 'distribution lists'. These are whole long
lists of mailboxes maintained by the MNCP mail system.
Distribution liat end with an 'up-arrow' character. For
example, teacher-S.1'4-1s the name of the distribution lists with
all the teachers names on it. (You will notice that it takes a
bit longer to send a message to a long list of peopae than to
just one or.two, bbt not tdo Much longer.)

If you have not loggdd in, you, will now te asked who 'you are.
This is the name'that will appear next to 'Frcm:' in the message
-header. If you have logged in, -then .yoiir log-in name will
appear here.

Next Ah must supply, the subject of your.message. This should be
a short,phrase, indicating to the receiver what you are about to :

say. are limited to one line

Finally, you cantype the message itself. You can format the way
the message looks on the scrrnany way-you like using spaces,

4returns,etc. The DELske ;will backspace as far badk as the
beginning of the message_ yoU4tget botally disgusted, you can'
start fran.the beginning the sending prodess by using the
escape key (shift @).\;'Wheil you are finill'y ready to actually
send the message; hold down the shift key an& press the

N
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'fi' key. 'This telly Dandelion to 'accept' the message as shOwn
on the screen and sena it. You will see the sending hapicehing. as
the -cursor changes from S to W to R over and over again for each
34ine of your message.

,

There is a littiit 'On how many lines long your message can be.
This limit is 25 lines, or about a PET screenful.

DEM
You will want to get rid of most of the messages you receive.
Of course you can do this at the time you eXamine them. But yOu
can also do it'later using this ccamand. You will be asked, as
usual,- for the nOmber of the message to delete. Then the header
will be displayed and you yin be asked if this is the'message
you wish to delete. Typing 'y' here will cause the message to
be lost from your mailbox.

LOGOUT
Soitetimes there will-be another person waiting to use Dandelion
when you are done. You thould use LOGOUT befoke letting thin

, use the computer. This Will.ensure that they can't sit down and
start browsing your messages.

GOODBYE.
,This'is the graceful way to leave Dandelion. It gives Dandelion
a chance to set things up properly for the next program loaded
into the computer. If you instead use the RUN/STOP key to end
Dandelion, the next program you load in may nbt work correctly.
You are also instructed at this poimt to please hang up the
phone. This is very important, since, if you don't, the MNCP
computer will stay listening to you. You Filone bill Will get
,/arger and others '411 not-be able to use your line in. Because.
of the factthat some users will, ineVitably, forget to,hang up
on occasion, the Mq computer w41 hang up on yOu if it doesn't
receive anything from you for fifteen minutes. So, be warned!
Don't take more than 15 minutes to type in that message!



Appendix D

Talks and Papers Presented

April 1981 Resek. "Microcomputers in the Mathematics Classroom"
University of Arizona, Mathematics Department
Tempe, Arizona

June 1981 Resek and Finzer. 'Math Network Curriculum Project" e
Joint NSF-NIE Conference on Technology in Math Education
Berkeley, California

October 1981 Finzer. "Some Statistical Simulations"
Computer Using Educators (CUE) Fall Conference
San J6se, California.

,November 1-981 Resek. "Computers in Math EdUcation"
EQUALS Workshop, Lawrence Hall of Science
Berkeley, California

November 1981 Gutierrez. "Training Teachers in the Use of Microcomputers"
Panel, California Educational Computer Consortium (CECC)
San Francisco, California

December 1981 Resek. "Math Network Curriculum Ptoject"
rthern California MathematicssCouncil

Asilomar, California

December 1981 Finzer. "Turtleworks - a geometry Unit"
University of California at Santa Barbara
Goleta, California

January 1982 Finzer. "Turtleworks,- a geometry unit"
Commodore Conference.for Educators
San Frantisco, California

February 19,82 Resek. "Using Computers for Pre-Algebra"
NSF Inservice Teacher Project
University of California at Santa Barbara
Goleta, California

March 1982

,,April 1982

Spring,1982

Gutierrez. "The Math Network Curriculum Project"
California Educational Computer Consortium
California State Polytechnic 0

San Luis Obispo, California

Finzer. "Graphics Languages"
Computer Using Educators Spring Conference
San Jose, California

Resek. A workshop seriei for teacher inservice,
Berkeley Unified School District.
Berkeley, California
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October 1,982

October 1982

Finzer. NSF Inservicg Teacher Project
University of California at Santa Barbara
Goleta,'California

Gutierrez. "A StatisticS Unit for Middle School."
Computer Using Educators Fall Conference
San Jose, California

November 1982 Gutierrez. Ingervice workshop for teachers
Kentfield School District
Kentfteld, California

February 1983 Resek. "Introducing Algebra through Microcomputers"
SESAME Colloquium
University of California, Berkeley

April 1983 Resek. "Introducing Algebra through Microcomputers"
National Council of Teachers of Mathematibs
Detroit, Michigan
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